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INTRODUCTION :

Pyridine 2 - carhoxamiries - more commonly named picolinamides - are studied in CEA
Fontenay-aux-Roses. Their possible ability to separate Actinides from Lanthanides
could make them interesting in nuclear wastes processing.

We have undertaken a Raman spectroscopic investigation of the reactions of
unsubstituted picolinamides whith the proton and 4f ans 5f metallic cations in aqueous
solution because pyridine 2 - carboxamide :

- is fairly soluble in water, where Raman Spectroscopy is a good investigation
method for studying complexation reactions,

- possess strong characteristic vibrations :

a) pyridine cycle vibrations at 1000 and 1046cm-1.

b) C = O bond vibration around 1675cm"1, sensitive to complexation with
proton and metallic ions.

For more convenience we have worked in chloride media instead of the more frequent
nitrate medium to prevent the strong disturbing nitrate vibration at 1047 cm"1.
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PICOLINAMIDES PROTONAT1ONS :

- When acidity is lower than 1 M : A first protonation is observed :

- The 1675cm"1 C = O carbonyl vibration is shifted to 1714 cnr*.

This positive shift excludes a protonation of this part of the molecule. This conclusion is
in agreement with the absence of energy shift during proton - deuteriun substitution in
acidic medium.

- The 1000 cnr1 pyridine cycle vibration is shifted to 1012 cnr1, as observed in
pyridine protonation. The 1046 cnr1 vibration is not shifted.

Then, the first proton must be bound to the pyridine cycle nitrogen. The
acidity constant was estimated :

H Pico+ 2 Z ^ H + + Pico pK a~ 1,87

When increasing acidities above 1 M HCI. a slight 1012 cm'1 vibration shift
towards 1014 cm-1 is observed, and also a moderate and regular intensity increase
(multiplied by 1.81 from IM to 8M H+). Other vibrations are not disturbed.

This puts in evidence a second very weak protonation - For 8M HCl half
reaction is not reached. The second proton coordinates probably the amide function
nitrogen.

METALLIC CATIONS COMPLEXATION

For all studied metallic ions :

- The cycle vibration was shifted from 1000 cm"1 to about 1011 cm"1.

- The 1675 cnr1 C = O vibration is shifted to 1615 cm-1.

This shows that these metallic cation complexes are bidentates.

4 F ELEMENTS :

Neodynium (m) was studied. A stability constant close to B u ~ 9.5 l.moH was found
from quantitative Raman analysis. This value is quite greater than the one pointed out
by C. COUTTN et al. (Réf.l.) and determined by U.V-visible absorption spectroscopy.

• / •
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5 F ELEMENTS :

URANYL:

The 872 cnr1 main uranyi vibration doesn't noticeably shift, and can't be used for uranyl
complexation study.

- Quantitative analysis of the variations of the 1000 cm-1 Raman ligand
vibration gives us the B n value :

B u = (5,30 ± 0,15) Lmol-i

We noticed that when uranyi is partially hydrolysed ( (UO2 OH)2
2+ is easily

observed in Raman spectroscopy) a precipitate crystallizes very slowly.

His composition seems to be (UO2J2 (Pico)5 (OH) Cl or more probably
(UO2)4 (PiCo)1O Q3 Cl2. with Pico = Picolinamide ligand.

By now we have not still determined the structure of this compound.

THORIUM IV :

The complex seems to be very strong ; probably Bn » 100 l.moH. This makes very
difficult an attempt to determine the Bu value by Raman spectroscopy, because this
method requires relatively high solute concentrations.

IN CONCLUSION :

With pyridine-2-carboxamide as a ligand, the following complex stability scale :

UO2
2+ < Ln3+ << Th4+

is observed.

All the studied complexes are bidentated, bound to the ligand through the carbonyl
oxygen and the pyridinic cycle nitrogen.

(1) C. Musikas, C. Cuillerdier and C. Coutin.
22ème Journées desActînides - Méribel 1992.
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OO Research of new extradant compounds connected to nuclear fuel reprocessing has been
initiated by Dr. C. Musikas in " Commissariat à 1' Energie Atomique " in France for a long time ago. First studies
have been started in the end of the 70 tn .He claimed the extractants to define have

-To be incinerable in view to reduce wastes .
-To point out the best ability to separate short live elements (d and 4f elements) from

long live elements (5f Oc emitters)
-To give degradation products less disturbing than those of trialkylphosphates .

One of the last extractants he purposed was pyridine-2-carboxamide, more commonly named picolinamide .
This last presents a chelating ability . The pyridinic nitrogen donor atom must have interesting properties for
actinides separation.

We have undertaken a Raman spectroscopic investigation of the reactions of unsubstituted picolinamides with
proton, 4f and 5f cations in aqueous solutions because :

-It is soluble in water, where Raman spectroscopy is a good investigation method for studying
complexation reactions .

-It exhibits strong pyridinic cycle vibrations at 1000 cm~l and 1046 cnrrl and C=O bond vibration around
1675 cm-1 .

-The vibrations modifications allow us to understand how the molecule is bounded to the protons or to the
metallic cations .



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS : To prevent the strong disturbing 1047 cnrl nitrate vibration we worked in
chloride media.

Picolinamides protonation :
_When acidity is lower than IN, a first protonation is observed :

-The 1675 cnrl carbonyl vibration is shifted to 1714
-Proton / deuterium substitution does not change this last vibration energy .
-The 1000 cirr 1 pyridinic cycle vibration is shifted to 1012 cm-1 as observed during pyridine protonation .

These observations show us that the first protonation takes place on the pyridinic nitrogen . Peak intensity
measurments give us the first acidity constant :

HPico+ H "» u+ + Pico : pK - 1.87

,.Increasing acidity from IN to 8N puts in evidence a second weak protonation :

-The 1012cm-1 vibration shifts toward 1014 cm'1 .
-Its intensity increases ( multiplied by 1.81 from IN to 8 N H + ) , other vibrations are not disturbed .
-For 8M HCl the half reaction is not reached .



Metallic cations complexation :

For UO2^+, Nd^+, and Th^+, the metallic cation complexes are bidentates :

- The cycle 1000 cm~l vibration is shifted to about 1011 cnr 1.

- The 1675 cm-1 C=O vibration is shifted to 1615 cnr* (towards low energies).

4f Elements : Neodymium (III) was studied. Quantitative Raman analysis gives us :

Pl 1-9.5 l.mole-1

This value is quite greater than the value established by C.Coutin et al. by UV visible absorption spectroscopy.
Uranvl : The 872 cm-1 main uranyl vibration does not appreciably shift. Quantitative Raman spectra analysis
gives us :

Pl !-(5.30S0.15) l.mole-1

We observed that when uranyl is partially hydrolysed ((UO2OH)2^+ is easily observed through Raman
spectroscopy) a precipitate crystallizes very slowly. This precipitation does not occure in nitrate medium, but only
in chloride, bromide or iodide media.

Thorium IV : The complex is strong, probably P n » 100 l.mole-1. This makes difficult an attempt to determine
the Pi i value by Raman spectroscopy.
The ThIV / H+ competition will be needed for this determination.



IN CONCLUSION :

As expected, all the studied metallic complexes are bidentates.
We observed with pyridine-2-carboxamide as ligand the original stability scale :

UO2 2 + <Ln3+«Th4+

However for extracion applications nitrate counter ion extraction must be taken into account.

Pyridine-2-carboxamide

HCl -picolinamide Raman spectrum
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